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Intentions for Our 
Time Together

• Identify the challenges 
contributing to our stress today

• Define mindfulness and discuss 
the science behind mindfulness

• Address the obstacles and 
challenges of practicing strategies 
for resilience.

• Practice strategies to support 
increased awareness and well-
being



The State of Our 
Minds Today

• Volatile
• Uncertain
• Complex
• Ambiguous



The Cost of Low 
Resilience and 
Chronic Stress
• 40% of adults currently experience 

adverse mental health conditions

• 78% of adults feel their mental health 
has been impacted by the pandemic

• 85% of workers suffer from work 
related stress

• 20% of workers quit their jobs due to 
stress

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Resilience shines most in the most difficult moments because it's our ability to bounce back when life has thrown us a curveball. However, resilience is a capability that anyone can cultivate and by practicing resilience during those small, daily challenges we can better prepare for those times when life really tests us.1 OverwhelmLow resilience affects our ability to skillfully navigatestress and how we react in the moment when weencounter overwhelming situations.One strategy to improve our resilience and build a sense of compassion for self and others is through relational resilience…..In today’s volatile, uncertain, chaotic, and ambiguous(VUCA) landscape, the impact of low resilience can befelt by the emerging mental health crisis.Low resilience at work can show up in the following ways: Resource Guide: Problem Solving Problem solving and creativity are heavily intertwined with work for many people. Low resilience affects our self-efficacy and the ability to have a clear mind when challenging problems arise. Connection Coalition building and keeping relationships in sync are a hallmark of high-functioning teams and organizations. Low resilience prevents us from staying grounded when there’s a need to voice disagreements and collaborate under pressure. Control Letting go of work outcomes that are not in our control are essential skills to managing energy and maintaining well-being. Low resilience makes us more prone to internalizing and agonizing over disappointments.



Growing Our 
Window of 
Tolerance 

Builds 
Resilience

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can utilize everyday challenges to build our resilience through awareness.When we recognize the signals of stress and take moments of pause torecover, we can grow our tolerance for stressors - a hallmark of resilience.However when we either override feelings of stress or don’t take momentsthroughout our workday to recover then our ability to handle future stressdecreases, and we begin to exhibit the signs of fatigue, stress and burnout



Mindfulness 
Defined
mind·ful·ness 
/mīn(d)f(ə)lnəs/

“Mindfulness means paying 
attention in a particular way: on 
purpose, in the present moment, 
and nonjudgmentally.”

Jon Kabat-Zinn

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Well, let’s tart with focus, awareness and presence…. Those are skills that can be learned and strengthened. Talk a little about Jon Kabat-Zinn and the origins of MBSR



Mindfulness Is 
Not…..

• About being calm or acting any 
particular way

• About stress reduction
• The absence of thought 
• About being complacent or giving 

up
• Religious it is secular
• A silver bullet

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
… it is secular and scientific



Research is Clear

*Mindfulness practices can…..

 Increase focus
 Improve sleep quality and 

duration
 Reduce feelings of stress
 Boost engagement

*NIH Report on Mindfulness and Productivity 
(see resources)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*All data from NIH (included in resourcesProductivity is strongly aligned with improved focus. Neuroimaging studies have shown that meditation decreases activity in the “Me” center of the brain, which is associated with thoughts of self and mind wandering. In addition, studies have shown that meditation can build and enhance neural pathways in the brain responsible for concentration and attention.*Sleep- Mindfulness evokes the relaxation response, which engages a part of our nervous system that brings on a physical state of deep rest for the body and mind. Being in this relaxed state can help people fall asleep quicker and stay asleep longer.Stress - A Harvard study showed that meditation can have a longer-lasting effect on reducing stress levels than a vacation. After 10 months, the vacationers’ stress levels returned to baseline, while the meditators’ reduced stress levels persisted.*Engagement - Research has found a positive correlation between mindfulness and engagement at work. Mindfulness helps foster the characteristics that lead to enhanced engagement and job satisfaction, such as better relationships with coworkers, lower stress, and increased emotional balance and positivityAll of this is the foundation for connectedness and relationships with others….



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s try this together and then we can talk a little about the science behind it.1) Tune into the breath-related sensations. So, once you get settled, with your eyes comfortably lowered or closed, you’re going to focus in on the sensation that’s most prominent to you tied to your breathing. Perhaps it’s the coolness of the air in and out of your nostrils, or the abdomen moving up or down, your shoulders, whatever bodily sensation tied to breathing feels most prominent, that’s what you will focus on for the period of this formal practice.2) Pay attention to what arises in your mind. The second part of this instruction, after you’ve selected your focus and you’ve committed to maintaining your attention there, is to pay attention to what arises in the mind. Notice when mind wandering occurs and your attention is moved off of the target for where your attention should be. Notice when there might be thoughts, sensations, memories that arise that aren’t about the breath at all. And when this happens, simply return your attention back to the breath-related sensations. Nothing special to do, just simply return the attention back to the breath.That’s it! That’s the practice.So what does breathing have to do with happiness?......



Neuroscience 
Reveals the 
Impact of 
Mindfulness

*Retrieved from 
scientificamerican.com , Aug. 13, 
2022

https://www.scientificamerican.co
m/article/neuroscience-reveals-
the-secrets-of-meditation-s-
benefits/ 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Well,  there is a great deal of research behind this. (Discuss the science of focusing on something, losing focus, bringing the mind back to the point of focus and sustaining focus… all of these affect areas of the brain responsible for reflection, compassion, and loving-kindness.) They also override the instinctual brain or the amygdala Mindfulness training helps us increase our self-awareness and thereby we become more aware of what makes us truly happy. It helps us avoid our compulsive reactions to replace them with more useful behaviors. And it helps us stay true to our values and our purpose, which are also indicators of happiness. Additionally, when we are more aware of our own needs and what makes us happy, we can be more intune with those around us….. Which is what is needed to establish a culture of community care……..

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/neuroscience-reveals-the-secrets-of-meditation-s-benefits/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/neuroscience-reveals-the-secrets-of-meditation-s-benefits/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/neuroscience-reveals-the-secrets-of-meditation-s-benefits/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/neuroscience-reveals-the-secrets-of-meditation-s-benefits/


Welcome to 
Your Mind!
1. We do not control our 
mind
2. We are not rational
3. Our mind creates our 
reality
4. We are not our thoughts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is important to set the stage for our discussion today and to do that, we have to start with the main character in this story… our mind!



1. We Do Not Control Our Mind

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s test this one…. Find something in your surroundings to focus on for a full minute.Don’t think about anything else. Don’t get distracted.  Just focus on that one thing for a full sixty seconds. No cheating. I’ll time itIf you failed, don’t worry, that’s expected. Most people fail. Why? On average our mind involuntarily wanders off nearly HALF our waking hours!*While we may THINK we are managing our minds, we are notOne way we can begin to teach our mind to stay I the moment and in the body is thru intentional practicing of awareness of our body  Our body is a wonderful messenger, if we will just pay attention to what its saying





Body Scan • Let’s practice awareness of body



2. We Are 
Not Rational

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We like to think we are rational, but in reality, we make choices based on emotions and then rationalize them after the fact



3. Our Mind Creates Our 
Reality

*C.Y. Olivola & A. Todorov, Fooled by first impressions? Reexamining the diagnostic value of 
appearance-based inferences, Journal of Experimental Psychology, 46 (2010)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We all have unconscious biases that influence and filter everything we experience. We don’t perceive things as they are, but as we are… our mind creates our reality based on our experiences**C.Y. Olivola & A. Todorov, Fooled by first impressions? Reexamining the diagnostic value of appearance-based inferences, Journal of Experimental Psychology, 46 (2010)One way top notice whether it is our mind creating the reality or if it is the actual way things are being experienced is thru practice.Let’s try this with mindful eating…..



Mindful Eating

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Practice with a small piece of fruit



4. We Are Not Our Thoughts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our thoughts usually arise randomly and do not define us. They are just events playing out in our mind, like a movie.We often believe our thoughts are the only reality and that they somehow define us. We also believe that our reality matches everyone else’sIt is important to understand these facts about our mind so that we can better learn how to manage our own minds because happiness is a construct of our mind…..



Formal and Informal Practices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Describe the formal practices of setting aside time to sit and practice awareness as well as the every day activities folks can engage in



Closing Practice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Close with a simple focused awareness practice



◈ www.Mindful.org 
◈ Mindful Magazine
◈ Mindfulness Apps

◈ Calm
◈ Healthy Minds 
◈ Insight Timer
◈ Smiling Mind
◈ MyLife Meditation
◈ UCLA Mindful

Mindfulness Resources
◈ Coalition of Schools: Educating Mindfully  
◈ Mindful Schools
◈ The Free Mindfulness Project
◈ Mindfulness Book List
◈ Article: Best Practices for Bringing 

Mindfulness into Schools
◈ Edutopia Article: Mindfulness in High School
◈ Wisdom Labs Toolkit: Bringing Mindfulness to 

the Workspace 
◈ Zero To Three Mindfulness Toolkit
◈ National Institute on Health – Mindfulness 

and Productivity

http://www.mindful.org/
https://www.educatingmindfully.org/resources
https://www.mindfulschools.org/
https://www.freemindfulness.org/download
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KAtzHIY8UrH7yo_NQadonh-5X-_mmRmSx0VpNRzKn2k/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.mindful.org/mindfulness-in-education/
https://www.mindful.org/mindfulness-in-education/
https://www.edutopia.org/article/mindfulness-high-school
https://wisdomlabs.com/mindfulness-kit/
https://wisdomlabs.com/mindfulness-kit/
https://www.zerotothree.org/resource/getting-started-with-mindfulness-a-toolkit-for-early-childhood-organizations/
https://wellnessatnih.ors.od.nih.gov/Documents/Boosting%20Productivity%20at%20Work%20How%20Mindfulness%20Training%20Helps%20(002).pdf
https://wellnessatnih.ors.od.nih.gov/Documents/Boosting%20Productivity%20at%20Work%20How%20Mindfulness%20Training%20Helps%20(002).pdf


My Contact 
Info

Dr. Marnie Aylesworth
717-943-3810
marayl@pakeys.org  

mailto:marayl@pakeys.org
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